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Introduction 

1. The following comments are made on the Applicants Responses [REP7-054] submitted at D7 to SASES D5 submissions to which SASES 
has only responded by exception.  

2. The fact that SASES has not responded to any particular comment made by the Applicant does not mean that SASES agrees with the 
comment. SASES will continue to rely on its Written Representations and its subsequent submissions. 

 

ID Topic/Document  SASES Comments 

2.1 – Post hearing submission (ISH5) 

2 Bramford 

Comparison 

a. The Applicants dispute that Bramford is a brownfield location based on the fact that former farmland had to 

be acquired to develop the substation site. Bramford is an existing substation site which is the context in which 

the “brownfield” comment was made. 

  c. The Applicants indicate that Bramford and Friston are comparable in flood risk terms. They do not 

acknowledge the serious surface water flood risk at Friston as has been evident from the extensive hearings 

and submissions on this issue. 

  d. The Applicants’ answer seems to be suggesting there is some heritage comparability between Bramford and 

Friston. From the Applicants’ response it is clear that the heritage impacts at Friston are far more severe than at 

Bramford not least the existence of a Grade II*listed building overlooking the substation site at Friston 

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/EN010077/EN010077-004255-ExA.AS-7.D7.V1%20EA1N&EA2%20Applicants'%20Comments%20on%20SASES'%20Deadline%205%20Submissions.pdf
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  e. The Applicants find the comment  “relative to Friston, Bramford is easily accessible by road” unclear. A 

cursory look at the map near Bramford shows the proximity of the A14 and that after leaving the A14 via a slip 

road only one junction needs to be negotiated before arriving at an existing access road to the substation site.  

  f. The Applicants contest that Friston is a tourist destination. This is not the point being made which is that 
Friston is in an area where tourism is a key part of the local economy, although it should be noted that there is a 
significant number of second homes and holiday cottages in Friston - second homes weekend /holiday homes 
21; Investment / holiday lets 31.  
 
The Applicants also show themselves to be very unfamiliar with the area by relying upon Expedia stating that “a 
review of the Expedia pages for both locations (a natural potential starting point for visitors) shows similar 
places to visit including Snape Maltings, Sutton Hoo and Framlingham Castle, none of which are located close 
to either village”. Aside from the fact that Snape Maltings is located close to Friston, the Applicants fail to 
mention the immediate proximity of the AONB, the beaches at Aldeburgh, Thorpeness, Sizewell, Dunwich, the 
RSPB nature reserve at Minsmere, the National Trust site at Dunwich Heath, the close proximity of the seaside 
town of Aldeburgh and village of Thorpeness plus other facilities attractive to visitors including the PRoW 
network, cycle routes and camping and caravan sites. Only a little farther afield are the towns of Southwold and 
Orford. This lack of knowledge after years of proposing developments in this area is disturbing. 

2.2 - Item 10 – Leiston Airfield, Harrow Lane, near Abbey Lane, Theberton 

5 Leiston (Old) 

Airfield, Harrow 

Lane (two sites) 

For its East Anglia ONE project the Applicant used a 5km radius from Bramford NGET substation as its site 

selection investigation area, and this is consistent with NGET guidance as the distance within which reactive 

compensation for cable distance is not required at the NGET substation (see previous SASES submissions).  

National Grid Ventures (NGV) have taken a 5km radius approach to site selection for their projects and both the 

two sites near Leiston Old Airfield are documented for consideration in public NGV Nautilus material, with the 

Harrow Lane site (which has extensive tree screening) understood to have been suggested by a Local 

Authority.  And of course Friston residential property at 250m is much closer to the proposed Grove Wood site 

than Theberton village is to the Leiston Airfield sites at 1km.. 

The Electricity Action 1989 does require project consideration of efficiency, coordination and economy but also 

(Schedule 9) proper regard for the preservation of a wide range of environmental features.  SASES view is that 

the Applicant has failed to give sufficient weight to the value of the environmental damage potentially caused by 

substation construction at Grove Wood and that this should have been considered more broadly and in more 
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detail in the context of the overall project efficiency and economy.  The lack of investigation of possible cable 

route to Leiston Old Airfield was a choice for which the Applicant was responsible, with NGV having taken a 

more positive approach. 

SASES reiterates that it does not accept that the Grove Wood site is the most suitable of those available to the 
Applicant, and that the site selection investigation area was incorrectly restricted to sites in close proximity to 
the 400kV overhead lines when it is only the NGET substation itself that needs to be so located. 
 

2.5 Deadline 5 – BEIS OTNR Pathfinder Clarification Note  

1 BEIS OTNR 

Pathfinder 

Clarification Note 

Use of Bipole 

technology and EA1 

trench configuration 

SASES is concerned that the Applicants comments on Bipole cable technology are based on the original EA3 

documentation which may no longer be fully applicable. 

The Discharge documentation for EA1 shown on page 24 of 

http://content.yudu.com/web/2it8t/0A4226m/CMS/html/index.html?page=24 clearly shows the cable 

configuration for EA3 as being that shown in Figure 1 below, with a total of three ducts/cables in one trench, 

which SASES understands to be indicative of a Bipole connection for the EA3 windfarm. 

The earlier EA1 and EA3 documentation did refer to Symmetric Monopole connections for EA3 using a trench 

configuration as shown in Figure 2, with two of the four trenches reserved for ‘future projects’ allocated to EA3, 

and each trench containing two ducts/cables as is understood appropriate for Symmetric Monopole.  But 

following relaxation of the Regulation 29 requirement in the EA1 DCO the total number of trenches to be built 

by the project was reduced to three, as shown in Figure 1, and this would seem to be incompatible with the use 

of Symmetric Monopole for EA3 as only one trench remains available for this project. 

The Bond Dickinson letter to BEIS of 27 June 2016 (copy below) clearly states on page 2 (SASES emphasis) 

that “East Anglia ONE propose to lay six onshore cables, in two groups of three, within two trenches and three 

ducts within a further trench that will be used by East Anglia THREE when that project comes to lay its 

onshore cables.” 

SASES has been unable to find any further details in the published EA3 documentation and would welcome 

clarification of the means of connection to be used by EA3. 

Figures 3 and 4 below, taken from a report prepared for Ofgem https:/www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-

publications/59247/skm-report-calculating-target-availability-figures-hvdc-interconnectors.pdf support SASES 

understanding of the cabling requirements for HVDC Symmetric Monopole and Bipole. 

http://content.yudu.com/web/2it8t/0A4226m/CMS/html/index.html?page=24
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/59247/skm-report-calculating-target-availability-figures-hvdc-interconnectors.pdf
https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/59247/skm-report-calculating-target-availability-figures-hvdc-interconnectors.pdf
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Figure 1 – Discharge documentation 
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Figure 2 – As originally planned 
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Figure 3 – Showing Symmetric Monopole with two cables per link (x 2) as for original EA3 design) 
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Figure 4 – Showing Bipole Metallic Return with three cables in total for revised EA3 design as 

understood 
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2 BEIS OTNR 

Pathfinder 

Clarification Note 

Infeed Loss limit and 

CfD restrictions 

NGESO has indicated to SASES that if Bipole technology is being used (this requires clarification of ID1 above) 

then subject to suitable converter design such that a single failure did not cause a loss of more than 1320MW of 

power, then 1700MW could be landed.  Such a design is understood to be technically feasible either now or in 

the very near future.  And in any case relaxation of the 1320MW limit to the 1800MW applicable to 

interconnectors is known to be under discussion within NGESO. 

In addition the note in Figure 4 of ID1 above confirms that with a Bipole Metallic Return configuration half 

capacity remains during cable or pole outages, which should ensure adherence to NGESO Infeed Loss limits 

with a 1700MW system. 

SASES view is that the principal objective of a Pathfinder should be to explore the limits of technology and 

regulation, and points out that SSE and NGET have recently announced two North East Scotland to North East 

England domestic Interconnectors, each with a power rating of 2GW, described as using Bipole technology.  So 

the technology required for the suggested EA1N/EA2 Pathfinder should be within reach.  

https://www.sse.com/news-and-views/2020/11/power-firms-unite-to-deliver-underwater-energy-super-highway/ 

and https://www.spenergynetworks.co.uk/userfiles/file/RIIO-T2_Annex_4_-_Strategic_Reinforcements.pdf 

SASES continues to believe that there a realistic opportunity for creating an OTNR Pathfinder project as 

previously described, with a Bipole cable connection to SPR’s existing substation land at Bramford and that this 

opportunity justifies serious consideration. 

 

 

 

 

 

Copy of Bond Dickinson letter of 27 June 2016 referred to in ID1 above follows: 

https://www.sse.com/news-and-views/2020/11/power-firms-unite-to-deliver-underwater-energy-super-highway/
https://www.spenergynetworks.co.uk/userfiles/file/RIIO-T2_Annex_4_-_Strategic_Reinforcements.pdf
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